Baltic Media
PERSONALIZED LANGUAGE SOLUTIONS

Baltic Media Ltd
Offering businesses a full range of Professional Translation Services in over 150 languages since 1994.

Translation company Baltic Media Ltd. is a leading provider of translation and localization services in Northern Europe. We provide you access to over 150 languages for the translation of your documents to enter global markets with high quality localized products and services that meet the language and functionality requirements of customers in any locale.

Baltic Media has an excessive experience in the following areas:
- Software and IT
- Legal
- Medical Devices
- Mobile Applications
- Telecommunications
- Industrial Manufacturing

Key Services
- Translation and Localization
- Interpreting
- Transcription
- Subtitling and Voice overs
- DTP

Baltic Media Ltd. works with the following industry compliant Computer Aided Translation (CAT) tools:
- Trados 2014, 2011
- Star Transit
- MemoQ
- Passolo
- Deja Vu
- Wordfast

Using CAT tools offers the following benefits:
1. Cost Savings and Fast Project Turnaround (through the efficient management of complex translation projects with a team of translators involved)
2. Excellent quality (consistent terminology and style)
3. Security of the processed data throughout the whole process of translation
4. Retaining the original text layout
5. Support of various file formats

WHY CHOOSE BALTIC MEDIA LTD as your translation services provider?
1. 20 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
2. Exclusive Focus on Translation of Technical Subjects
3. Specialization of Our Translators
4. Industry-Leading Quality Management System
5. Dependable and Customer-Focused Project Management
6. Cost Savings and Fast Project Turnaround
7. 100% REFUND GUARANTEE
8. ISO 9001 CERTIFIED SINCE 2005

International/Head office
Baltic Media Ltd

Elizabetes iela 2
World Trade Center
LV-1010 Riga Latvia/Lettonie

Phone: +371 67 224 327
Mob.: +371 26 404 054
Fax : +371 67 224 982

info@balticmedia.com
www.balticmedia.com

Scandinavia/Nordic office
Baltic Media Translations AB

Box 1230
SE-18124 Lidingö
Stockholm, Sweden/Suède

Phone: +46 87 676 024
Fax : +46 87 673 693

sales@balticmedia.com
www.balticmedia.com